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ABSTRACT
The English language grammar is a branch of knowledge which has some useful
rules and it guides / teaches us how to write and speak correct language. The main
function of English grammar is to discipline the language by deciding word
formation, structure, syntax and parts of speech. The student of English has to learn
grammar properly. The grammar acts as of a guru for the students who teaches how
to use the words in the sentence and it stops the disorder in the language. In
English grammar the word would is an auxiliary verb - a modal auxiliary verb. Would
is a past-tense form of will. Would is common in sentences referring to real and
unreal situation. The word would also, used in expressing desire, polite requests and
questions, opinion or hope, wish and regret. This paper presents to know more
about “Would” in English grammar and language.
Introduction:
“Tense, aspect, and mood:
Time is a universal, on-linguistic concept with three divisions: past, present, future; by tense we
understand the correspondence between the form of verb and our concept of time. Aspect concerns the
manner in which the verbal action is experienced or regarded (for example as completed or in
progress),while mood relates the verbal action to such conditions as certainty, oblication, necessity,
possibility. In fact, however, to a great extent these three categories impinge on each other: in
particular, the expression of time present and past cannot be consider separately from aspect, and the
(1)
expression of the future is closely bound up with mood .”


Used to/would-habitual activity expressed with the simple past.



Future time in the past-with ‘would’-literary narrative style.



Be going to + infinitive with unfulfilled intention.



Real and unreal conditions- non assertive forms-any, ever...



The infinitival class –used conditionally.



Conditional classes (unreal) subject operator inversion without conjunction.
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The model past super Ordinate verb – phrase - would/should + infinitive.



Unreal meaning in past time indicated by ‘had’ plus – the – ed participle.



Would/willingness /insistence - characteristic in the past - probability.



Volition with preference –‘would rather’ /’sooner’.



In speech – criticise people’s characteristic behaviour / habits.



Repeated events in the past used to vs. would.

ISSN:2455-0302

'Used to + infinitive':
“Used to” is expressed a habit had in the past which is not repeated now.. We use this expression to talk about
habits or repeated actions in the past which we don't occur in the present which is not repeated now.
Used to and would are expressed something that happened regularly in the past. The following sentences
described about :
1.

I used to drink, but I quit last year.

2.

Whenever I feel thirsty. I would drink Cola.

3.

Whenever I craved a cigarette, I would chew gum instead.

There are differences between used to and would. The first difference is that would should not be used unless
it has already been established that the time frame is in the past. Whereas used to does not require this. This
example, with used to at the beginning, sounds natural:
I used to go Cinema every Saturday evening when I was very little. Now I rarely go to Cinema.
Ram used to go to college by bus regularly. This is past habitual action. It is not repeated now. Now, Ram is
going to college by Car.
I used to have more coffee. (but now I have less coffee).
They used to live in Trichy. (but now they live in Chennai).
Habitual action can also be expressed in simple past:
He always wrote with a special pen.
Combination of present and past in a sentence:
Nagu tells to Prof. Lakshmanan that there was a car accident last night.
I am going to see him tomorrow.
Would infinitive:
Would indicates only about repeated actions.
We can also use 'would + infinitive' to talk about a repeated action in the past. We usually use 'would +
infinitive' in this way when we're telling a story about the past. So, we can say:
When I was a student, we would like to play Tennis on Friday.
When I lived in Chennai, we would drink bed coffee every day.
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NOTE:
Past tense can be expressed with the present tense forms ’the historic present, is fairly common vivid
narrative.
‘At that moment in comes a police man’, but has no such journalistic over tones with the verbs of
communicating.


‘Did you want to see me?’ It is little more than a slightly politer version of ‘Do
you want to see me?’



For the model past, for the past by ‘back shift in indirect speech.



Future time in the past: some of the future constructions

Future in the past :
When we talk about the past, we sometimes want to refer to something which was in the future at the time
we were speaking. We use past verb forms to do this:
The last time I met him, he was leaving for a new job in Delhi. (past form of he is leaving)..
You were going to give me your address.
The time was not far off when she would regret this decision.
The sum of the future constructions just discussed can be used in the past tense to express time in the future
when seen from a view point in the past.
Past progressive:
 I was meeting my girl- friend in London in the next month
 Be to +infinitive(formal= was destined , was arranged )
 She was later to regret her decision.
 Meeting was to be held the following week.
 Be about to (on the point of)
‘He was about to hit me.’
Be about to+ infinitive:
This construction expresses near future i.e. imminent fulfilment
‘The taxi is here we are about to leave’
be...to may enclose other items , such as shortly ’are soon ’to provide means of future expression; with the
other items again (bound , liable, certain, unlikely),future expression is over laid with modal meaning.
‘He is certain to address the meeting (=it is certain that he will address) .
MODAL Future time past.
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MODAL PAST:
Just as ‘was’ could replace ’were ’in ‘if I were rich ‘,so is closed or unreal condition involving all verbs than ’be’,
it is the past tense that conveys the impossibility , other modal or quasi modal uses of the past are illustrated
by .
‘I wondered if you’d like a drink ‘.which involves an attitudinal rather than a time distinction from
‘wonder’; if you’d like a drink and
‘We were catching 8’o clock train and it is nearly 8’o clock already ‘which seems to depend on a convert
subordinating clause such as ‘we agreed that...in which the past tense is purely temporal.
Real and unreal conditionals:
Conditional Sentence (Imaginary) :
The "unreal" conditional is used for unreal impossible or improbable situations. This conditional provides an
imaginary result for a given situation. It is very unlikely that the condition will be fulfilled.
If I were a millionaire, I would quit my job.
I would buy anything I want if I got a Jackpot.
I would be a millionaire, if I won in the lottery.
If Nagu was rich, he would give some money to the Charities.
If Nagu run fast, he would get First Prize.
If I were in PM’s place, I would have resigned, says Badal

(5)

If I were the President of India, I would have demolished all arts college, said G.D. Naidu.
Conditional Sentence (Impossible) :
It is impossible that the condition will be met because it refers to the past.
If he had been careful, he wouldn't have had an accident.
IfyouI had asked me the help, I would have helped him.
The accident would not have occurred, if the driver had not been driving fast.
If they had taken to hospital earlier, he would not have died.
If I had worked hard, I would have passed in the examination. (Active form)
I would have bought a presentation for my sister, if I had known it was her birthday. (Active form).
A presentation would have been bought by me for my sister, if I had known it was her birthday. (Passive form).
The Police would have prevented the clash, if they had taken action early in the law college premises in 2008.
(Active form)
The clash would have been prevented by the Police, if they had taken action early in the law college premises
in 2008. (Passive form)
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A real Condition:
A ‘real ‘condition is used for question of the fulfilment or no fulfilment of the condition, and hence also the
truth of the propulsion expressed by the main clause. Thus,
Real:
‘If he comes, I’ll see him’.
Unreal: ‘If he came, I’d see him. (On the association the past with ‘unreal’ on conditional clauses as disjuncts’)
‘If clauses are like questions in implying uncertainty such as ’any’, ’ever’.
‘If you ever have any trouble, let me know.’
.NOTE: The combination ‘if only son intensified equivalent of ‘if typically used in proposed unreal conditions
(with no non assertive requirement)to express a wish.
If only somebody had told us, we could have warned you.
The subjunctive or ‘should’ is sometimes used informal real conditions.
If he

be found
Should be found

guilty his wife will suffer

A. Infinitival class can be used conditionally.
‘you have to be strong to lift the table like that’(if you were going to lift)
He ‘d be stupid not to accept the offer (if he did not accept)
Such classes contain an element of purposive meaning
B.

CONDITIONAL CALSSES (especially unreal) may have subject operator in version without a
conjunctions.
‘Had I known I would not have gone.

THE MODAL PAST :
List of Past Modal Verbs
In English, modal verbs are helping verbs also known as auxiliary verbs, which indicate possibility, obligation,
permission and ability. A past modal verbs could have, would have etc.. implies something was possible,
permitted, obligated or able to be done in the hypothetical sense. These words assist in the construction of
past modal verbs in the English language.
The list of past modal verbs are Could have, Might have, Should have and Would have.
To create a sentence using past modal verbs, you add “have” and a past participle. She could have eaten the
cake, but she chose to eat a salad instead.
Ram might have gone to the concert if Ram didn’t have to work.
Nagu should have stamped the envelope before she mailed it.
Balaji would have made a great toast at the wedding, but he wasn’t there.
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The past tense is used was already explained in unreal conditional sentences.
‘If we had enough money, I would not have to waste the time to buy.


The corresponding super ordinate the verb phrase is ’would/’should’ +infinitive except
when the past of another model auxiliary is used.



‘if we had enough money we could buy a costly watch . other constructions in which the
model past is used was illustrated below (on the subjunctive )’was were’.

1.’it is time you were in bed’
2. he behaves as though she was / were a millionaire
3. it is not as though we were poor
4.Just suppose / imagine someone was / were following as .
5. I’d rather we had dinner now.
6. if only I had listened to my parents .
NOTE; From each of these sentences a negative inference can be drawn.
‘but you are not in bed ,but he is not a millionaire etc..unreal meaning in past time is indicated by had plus
the –ed participle.
‘We could have got married today you had really wanted to’ .


‘If he had listened to me he would not have made the mistake’.

NOTE:
With past reference the unreal meaning is most absolute than in the present ,and amounts to an implied
rejection of the condition; but in fact you didn’t want to ,but in fact he did not listen with present and future
reference, the meaning may be merely one of improbability and negative expectation. ’if you listen to me
you would not make mistakes’ don’t suppose you will listen to me.
WOULD :
1.willingness’would you excuse me?
2.Insistance:’ It is your own fault , you would take the baby with you.’
3.characteristic activity in the past(often aspectual in effect!)


‘Every morning I would go for bathing in the river’(it was a customary.



‘John would smoke too much if I did not stop him’.



Probability ’that would be her father.

NOTE: Volition with preference is expressed ‘would rather /sooner’.
‘would you like tea or would you rather have coffee’.
‘ I think I would rather have tea’.
NOTE:
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The expression with ’sooner’ is informal.


‘He wouldn’t come when I asked him yesterday’.

ADVANCED GRAMMER:
1.We can use ‘would ‘(for the past to talk about the characteristic behaviour or habits.
A.‘During the war , people would eat all kinds of things that we won’t eat now’.


‘Each time I gave her a problem she would solve it for me’.
X. Last night I gave her a problem she would solve it for me.


I would/ would not walk 4km to school.



She would not say ‘no’ whenever I wanted her to lend me money.

B. ‘In speech, we can stress ‘will or would to criticise people’s characteristic behaviour or habits.


She just won’t do the washing up when I ask her .



I was happy when Sam let ‘he would talk about people behind their backs’.



We can also criticise a person directly or express disapprove of something they have done or do
regularly using ’will’.



‘I feel sick ‘well, if you will eat so much I’m not surprised (indicating disapproval).

C. When we talk about the repeated events in the past that don’t happen now, we can use either ‘would ‘or
‘used to’+infinitive. However we can use ‘would ‘only if the time reference is clear.
X. we ‘used to play in the garden’.(not ‘would’)as the time reference not given.
‘When ever I went to my grandpa’s house I ’used to’ play in the garden. (Not ‘would ‘when we talk about
the past states that have changed.)
1. We can use ‘would ‘(for the past to talk about the characteristic behaviour or habits.
D.Note: to talk about an unreal situation or a situation that might have happened in the past but didn’t-we
use ‘would have’+pastparticiple:
I would have been happy to see my old friend, but I didn’t have time.
Note:’ used to’
‘Used ‘ always takes the to-infinitive and occurs in the past tense. It may take the ‘do’-construction in which
case the spellings; didn’t used to’ and didn’t use to’ both occur. The interrogative construction’ used the to,
is especially Br.E.’did’ he used to’ is preferred in both Am.E and Br.E.
Conclusion: In the formal English grammar to identify the tense, the indicators/time reference is helpful. Here,
we have seen the sequences are important for the correct usage.
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